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An experimental investigation was conducted in the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic
Tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center to measure the inflow into a scale model
helicopter rotor in forward flight (_ = 0.15). The measurements were made with a
two component Laser Velocimeter (LV) one chord above the plane formed by the path of
the rotor tips (tip path plane). A conditional sampling technique was employed to
determine the azimuthal position of the rotor at the time that each velocity measure-
ment was made so that the azimuthal fluctuations in velocity could be determined.
Measurements were made at a total of 147 separate locations in order to clearly de-
fine the inflow character. This data is presented herein without analysis. In order
to increase the availability of the resulting data, both the mean and azimuthally
dependent values are included as part of this report on two 5.25 inch floppy disks in
Microsoft Corporation MS-DOS format.
INTRODUCTION
One of the many problems confronting the helicopter aerodynamic community is the
lack of a comprehensive database which includes the measurements of the velocities
into and through the rotor systems. These measurements are necessary for a more com-
plete understanding of the fluid dynamics associated with the rotor and its thrust/
lift producing process, and to provide data for the validation of the rapidly
emerging computer codes intended to predict the behavior of this process. One
explanation for the lack of available data is the absence, until recent years, of a
suitable device for making such measurements. Making measurements in and around a
system of rotating blades requires a nonintrusive measurement capability that pre-
sents a minimum risk to the systems involved and provides an accurate means of making
such measurements. The Laser Velocimeter (LV), which uses high energy light beams to
measure velocities, is ideally suited to this task.
The Laser Velocimeter has been successfully used to measure specific areas and
localized phenomena within the rotor disk (refs. I through 3). In addition, the
hotwire anemometer and pressure probes, both having directional measuring limita-
tions, have been employed in similar programs (refs. 4 and 5). This is, however, the
first time that a comprehensive program has been undertaken to map the flow into the
complete rotor disk. An investigation has been conducted to measure the flow into a
representative rotor system as a function of azimuth using a two-component (stream
wise and vertical direction) LV system.
NOTATION
A 0 constant term in Fourier series of blade feathering (collective) at
r/R = 0.75, deg
A I coefficient of cosine term in Fourier series of blade feathering, deg
B I coefficient of sin term in Fourier series of blade feathering, deg
b number of blades



















rotor torque coefficient, Q/p A R (Vtip)2, nondimensional
rotor thrust coefficient, T/p A (Vtip)2 , nondimensional
rotor blade chord, inches
rotor Drag, Positive to the rear
rotor Torque, ft-lb
dynamic pressure, Ib/ft 2
local radius of the rotor system, ft
rotor radius, ft
thrust produced by the rotor, Ibf
free-stream component of velocity, positive downstream, ft/sec
free-stream velocity, positive downstream, ft/sec
induced component of velocity parallel to the tip path plane (positive flow
down stream), ft/sec
vertical component of velocity, positive up, ft/sec
induced component of velocity normal to the tip path plane (positive flow
up), ft/sec
rotor blade tip velocity, ft/sec
angle between rotor disk and free-stream velocity (positive nose up), des
inflow ratio normal to Tip Path Plane (positive up), (U sin a + vi)/Vti p
induced inflow ratio normal to Tip Path Plane, (positive up), vi/Vti p
rotor advance ratio, U_ cos _/Vti p
inflow ratio parallel to Tip Path Plane (positive down stream),
(U cos _ + ui)/Vti p
induced inflow ratio parallel to Tip Path Plane (positive down stream)
ui/Vti p
rotor rotational speed, radians/sec
rotor azimuth measured from downstream position positive counterclockwise as
viewed from above, des
air density, slugs/ft 3
A
xx
blade pitch angle at a specific azimuth, 8 = A 0 - A I cos @ - B I sin _, des
mean values
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus used in this investigation included the NASA Langley
Research Center 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel, the 2-Meter Rotor Test System
(2MRTS), and a two-component laser velocimeter system.
The 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is an atmospheric, closed-circuit wind tunnel
o_ conventional design with enhancements for the testing of powered and high-lift
configurations (ref. 6). The tunnel is shown in figure I and schematically in fig-
,Ire 2. When the test section is configured open, with the walls and ceiling lifted
out of the flow leaving only a solid floor and a flow collector at the rear, it can
be driven to about 170 knots. This investigation was conducted with the tunnel in
this configuration to allow complete optical access to the rotor flowfield produced
by the 2MRTS that was mounted on a strut in the forward part of the test section as
is shown in figure 3.
The 2MRTS is a general purpose rotorcraft model testing system. The system con-
sists of a 29-horsepower electric drive motor and 90 degree speed-reducing transmis-
sion, a blade pitch control system, and two six-component strain gage balances used
for measuring forces and moments on the rotor system and fuselage shell. The four-
bladed rotor hub is fully articulated with viscous dampers for lead-lag motion and
coincident flap and lag hinges. A more detailed description of the 2MRTg including
the ROBIN fuselage can be found in reference 7. The characteristics of rotor blades
used in this investigation can be found in table I. No attempt was made to dynami-
cally scale the rotor blades, rather they were made as stiff as possible to minimize
deflection while being tested.
The LV system used in this investigation was designed to measure the instanta-
neous components of velocity in the longitudinal (free stream) and vertical direc-
tions. The LV system is described in reference 8. The system is comprised of four
subsystems: optics, traverse, data acquisition, and seeding. The optics subsystem,
which is shown in figure 4, operates in backscatter mode and at high power (4 watts
in all lines) in order to accommodate the long focal lengths needed to scan the wide
test section. The transmitting and receiving optics packages are augmented by a zoom
lens system consisting of a 3-in. clear aperture negative lens and a 12-in. clear ap-
erture positive lens. Brags cells in each of the optical paths provide a directional
measurement capability. The velocity measurements are made at a point in space where
the four beams cross, called the sample volume. The length of the sample volume
(transverse to the flow direction) increases as the sample volume is moved away from
the optics assembly. The sample volume is, over the 10- to 20 ft focal length of the
system, less than I cm long with a near constant diameter of 0.2 mm.
The traverse ssbsystem provides five degrees of freedom in positioning the sam-
ple volume and is controlled by the same computer that is used for data acquisition.
Translation of the sample volume in the horizontal and vertical direction is accom-
plished by displacing the entire optics platform. Translation along the lateral axes
is accomplished by displacing the negative lens located in the zoom lens assembly,
thus refocusing the sample volume along the axis of optical transmission. The other
two degrees of freedom, pan and tilt, are implemented by rotating the final mirror
about its vertical and horizontal axis in order to change the direction of optical
transmission. The total inclusive range of the traversing system is 7 ft vertically,
6 ft streamwise, 16.5 ft laterally, and 10 ° in both pan and tilt. Measurements can
be made outside of this envelope by repositioning the optics platform, which is
mounted on wheels to facilitate such relocations. For this studv the traversing
system was positioned to the right of the test section when looking upstream as shown
in figure 5.
The data acq,,igition subsystem is shown schematically in fiqur_ 6 and interfaces
with the optical signal processing equipment to receive two channels of raw LV dat.l
and up to five channels of auxiliary data. In this investigation four of the aux-
iliary channels were used for the acquisition of data relative to blade position. Two
of the channels (one each for the U and V components) measured the azimuthal po-
sition of the rotor shaft and the other two the lead/lag and flapping motion. The
system converts the raw LV data to engineering units and determines the statistical
characteristics of the acquired data so that the test results can be evaluated during
the acquisition process. The raw data which is acquired from the buffer interface
device, the data which has been converted to engineering units, and up to 64 param-
eters which are acquired from the tunnel static data acquisition system are written
to magnetic tape for later analysis. The final function performed by the data system
is to interface with and control the five degree-of-freedom scan system.
The seeding subsystem, shown schematically in figure 7, is a solid particle,
liquid dispensing system (ref. 9). Polystyrene latex microspheres are suspended in a
mixture containing, by volume, 50 percent water and 50 percent ethyl alcohol. The
advantage of the polystyrene particles is their low density, high reflectivity, and
precise particle size. The size of the particles used in this investigation was 1.7
microns in diameter with a standard deviation of 0.0239 microns. This mixture is
pumped to an array of 32 nozzles where compressed air is used to atomize the
mixture. These nozzles are mounted on a frame 8 ft wide by 6 ft high which is
suspended on cables in the settling chamber of the tunnel. The low vapor pressure of
water/alcohol mixture allows it to evaporate as it travels the 85 ft from the
settling chamber to the test section. This process provides isolated single
particles in the flow field whose velocities are measured as they pass through the
sample volume, from which the local fluid velocity is inferred.
ERROR ANALYSIS
The overall LV system error is obtained by summing the error of all of the com-
ponents that contribute to an error in the velocity measurement. The error sources
are summarized in the table below, and are defined in ref. 10. They result in a bias
error of -0.81 percent to 1.82 percent and a random error of 1.12 percent. Taking
the square root of the sum of the squares of these gives a total system error of 1.38





















Velocity bias B B
Brag bias B B
Velocity gradient B B
_article lag _0.50 B




Measurements were made at azimuthal increments of 30 o from _ = 0 °, excluding
120 and 270 o, at 3.0 in. (approximately one chord) above the plane formed by the
tips of the blades. Measurements were made from radial location of r/R = 0.2 to
r/R = 1.1, with the majority of the measurement locations concentrated toward the
outboard portion of the disk. Figure 8 shows the measurement locations superimposed
on the rotor disk. During the test the rotor tip path plane was maintained at -3 °
relative to the free stream by zeroing the blade flapping relative to the shaft and
setting the shaft angle to -3 °, The operating rotor speed for the test was held at
2113 rpm, the nominal tunnel speed was 94 ft/sec (_ = 0.15), and the nominal rotor
thrust coefficient was 0.0064. Table 2 lists the target flight conditions, and
selected parameters acquired during the test. The acquisition process consisted of
placing the sample volume at the location to be measured and acquiring data for a
period of one minute or until 4096 velocity measurements were made in either the U
or the V components. During this time conditional sampling techniques were em-
ployed to determine the location of the four blades and to permanently associate each
measured velocity with the location of the blade when the measurement was made. At
the conclusion of that process the measurement location was changed and the acquisi-
tion process was repeated.
DATA REDUCTION
Independent velocity measurements in the free stream and vertical direction were
made at each measurement location. At the same instant in time that a velocity
measurement was made, the location of the blades was recorded for that velocity com-
ponent. The maximum time required to acquire this data was one minute (2100 rotor
revolutions for this test) and the minimum approximately 20 sec. These data were
collected over many spaced azimuth segments that are representative of blade position
and include the corrections for blade lead/lag motion. The velocity value assigned
to each azimuthal interval is the arithmetic mean of all of the measurements that
were taken in the respective 2.81 ° wide azimuth range. The results of this sorting
process provide the azimuth dependent velocity data. The "mean" velocity value
refers to the arithmetic mean, calculated from all of the measureme,_ts made at a
single measurement location.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 3 lists the measurement locations, the mean and standard deviation of the
2 components of induced inflow velocity, and the number of measurements made on the
U and V components. In figure 9 the mean induced component of velocity (longitudi-
nal) _i with a band of ± one standard deviation is plotted vs. radius for each
radial scan. Figure 10 presents in the same format the mean induced component of ve-
locity (normal) I i. The _ one standard deviation is not indicative of the error but
rather of the unsteady nature of the flow. The error of 1.76 percent _ -0.38 percent
is approximately equal to the size of the symbols in figures 9 and 10. The same
data, without the one standard deviation, is presented in a contour plot format in
figures 11 and 12 in order to more clearly show the mean induced flow over the whole
disk (viewed from above). The format of each of figures 13 through 158 is the in-
duced velocity vs. azimuth at the top of the figure, the number of measurements that
went into determining the mean for each bin in the center, and an order ratio analy-
sis of the time dependent data at the bottom of the figure. The figure numbers for
the azimuthal and radial locations are indicated below.
AZ imu th
r/R
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330
0.20 13 -- 41 56 -- 71 115 130 145
0°40 14 -- 42 57 -- 72 87 101 116 -- 131 146
0.50 15 28 43 58 -- 73 88 102 117 -- 132 147
0.60 16 29 44 59 -- 74 89 103 118 -- 133 148
0.70 17 30 45 60 -- 75 90 104 119 -- 134 --
0.74 18 31 46 61 -- 76 I 91 105 120 -- 135 149t
0.78 19 32 47 62 -- 77 ! 92 106 121 -- 136 150
0.82 20 33 48 63 -- 78 93 107 122 -- 137 151
0.86 21 34 49 64 -- 79 I 94 108 123 -- 138 152
i
i
0.90 22 35 50 65 -- 80 95 109 124 -- 139 153
0.94 23 36 51 66 -- 81 96 110 125 -- 140 154
I
0,98 24 37 52 67 -- 82 97 111 126 -- 141 155
1.02 25 38 53 68 -- 83 98 112 127 -- 142 156
I .04 26 39 54 69 -- 84 99 113 128 -- 143 157
1 .10 27 40 55 70 -- 85 100 114 1 29 -- 144 158
The results shown in table 3, the mean and standard deviation o_ the induced in-
flow velocities, and the results shown in figures 13 through 158, the azimuth depen-
dent induced inflow velocities, are included on a 5.25 in. f!oppy disk in Microsoft
Corporation MS-DOS format (see pocket inside rear cover). The details of the data
format, and file structure is located in the file "README.DOC". The disk is double
sided with a density of 360 kbvtes.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Laser Velocimeter provides a effective system for making measurements in the
dynamic environment associated with rotorcraft. It has in fact been used on numerous
occasions to medsure the localized phenomena encountered in st]ch flows. This inves-
tigation demonstrates the use of a mature system in mapping _le flow into a represen-
tative rotor in forward flight. These measurements provide not only the mean values
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TABLE I.- 2MRTS ROTOR AND BLADE CHARACTERSTICS
Hub Type ................... Fully Articulated
Number of blades ........................... 4
Airfoil section .................... NACA 0012
Hinge offset, in, r/R .............. 2.00, .06
Root cutout, in, r/R ............... 8.25, .24
Pitch-flap coupling angle, deg ........... 0.0
Twist linear, deg ....................... -8.0
Radius, R, in .......................... 33.88
Airfoi{ chord, C, in ..................... 2.6
Rotor solidity, bc/wR ................. 0.0977
Blade Stiffness
Flapwise Ib-in 2 ..................... 11500
Torsional Ib-in 2 .................... 25500
Blade Weiqht, grams .................... 259.3
Lead/lag damping in-lb/deg/sec ......... 182.4
TABLE 2.- NOMINAL ROTOR CONTROLS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
C D
. -3.00
A0, deg ................................. 9.37
At, deg ................................ -1.11
BI, deg ................................. 3.23
Coning, deg ............................. 1.50
_ ..................................... 0.149
_, " 0.000360iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:.i ino
Vtip, ft/sec ........................... 624.3
Mtip, nondimensional ..... ..............?.5533
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F i g u r e  1.- Rerial view of 14- by 22- foo t  t u n n e l .  
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F i g u r e  2.- Schemat i c  v i e w  of 14- by 22- foo t  
s u b s o n i c  wind t u n n e l .  
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Fiqure 3.-  2MRTS mounted in forward bay 
o f  the t e s t  sec t ion .  
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Figure 4.-  Schematic diaqram of Laser Velocimeter 
Optics Subsystem. 
Fiqure 5 . -  Laser Velocimeter posit ioned in 
test chamber. 
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Figure 8.- Locations of velocity measurements,
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Figure 9.- Radial distribution of mean
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Rgure 10.- Radial distribution of mean
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Rgure 13.- Induced inflow veloc|ty measured ot
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Figure 14.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 15.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 16.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 17.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 18.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
0 degrees and r/R of 0.74.
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Figure 19.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 20.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 21.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 22.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 23.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 24.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 25.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 26.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 27.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 28.- Induced Inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 29.- Induced inflow veloc_y measured at
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Figure 30.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 31.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 32.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 33.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 34.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 35.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 36.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 37.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Rgure 38.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 39.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 40.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 41.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Rgure 42.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 43.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 44.- Induced Inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 45.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 46.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 47.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 48.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Rgure 49.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 50.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 51.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 52.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 53.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 54.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 55.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 56.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 57.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 58.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Rgure 59,- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 60.- Induced inflow velocity measured ot
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Figure 61.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 62.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 63.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 64.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 65.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 66.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Iqgure 67.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 68.- Induced Inflow veloclty meesured ot
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Figure 69.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 70.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 71.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 72.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 73.- Induced inflow velocity meosured st
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Figure 74.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 75.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 76.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 77.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 78.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 79.- Induced inflow velocity rneosured ot
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Figure 80.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 81.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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figure 82.- Induced Inflow velocity rne_ured at
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Rgure 83.- Induced Inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 84.- Induced inflow velocity measured ot
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Figure 85.- Induced Inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 86.- Induced Inflow velocity me,uteri at
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figure 87.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 88.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 89.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 90.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 91.- Induced Inflow velocity rnea=ured at
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Figure 92.- Induced Inflow velocity memmred at
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Figure 93.- Induced Inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 94.- Induced Inflow velocity rnemlured at
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Rgure 95.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 96.- Induced Inflow velocltlt measured at
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Figure 97.- Induced inflow velocity meesured ot
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Rgure 98.- Induced Inflow velocity rne_ured at
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Figure 99.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 100.- Induced inflow veloclty meosured ot
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Figure 101.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 102.- Induced Inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 103.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 104.- Induced Inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 105.- Induced Inflow velocity rneaaumd at
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Figure 106.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 107.- Induced inflow velocity rneosured at
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Rgure 108.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 109.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 110.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 111 .- Induced Inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 112.- Induced inflow velocRy meosured ot
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Rgure 113.- Induced inflow veloclty meosured ot
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Figure 114.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 115.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 116.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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I_gure 117.- Induced Inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 118.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 119.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 120.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 121.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 122.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 123.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 124.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 125.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 126.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 127.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 128.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 129.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 130.- Induced Inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 131.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Rgure 132.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 133.- Induced inflow velocity meoeured ot
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Figure 134.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Figure 135.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 136.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 137.- induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 138.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 139.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 140.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 141.- Induced inflow velocity measured ot
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Figure 142.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 143.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 144.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 145.- Induced Inflow veloclty measured at
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Figure 146.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 147.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 148.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Rgure 149.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 150.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 151.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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Figure 152.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 153.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 154.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 155.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 156.- Induced inflow velocity meosured at
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Rgure 157.- Induced inflow velocity meosured ot
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Figure 158.- Induced inflow velocity measured at
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